
 
 

Communication Policy 
 

Objective 
To set out the guidelines to communicate and to ensure that all employees, job applicants, 

customers and other people with whom we deal are communicated properly within the channels of 

communications available. 

Good staff communication is essential to business success. At the most basic level, employees who 

do not know what is expected of them seldom perform to their potential. You can tie back almost 

every employee issue - attendance, morale, performance, and productivity - through 

communication. 

This policy applies to all employees and workers. 

 

Process / Steps / Policy 
 

Communication may be direct or indirect, and can take different forms, for example: 
• Formal Channels – This includes all the communications made by HR department for all staff 

related areas which involves staffs directly or indirectly by means and ways available. The 

means and ways are Memos/ Notices/ Communications boards/ emails/ employee awards 

functions/ Executive Committee Meetings minutes and or any emails or notices or memos 

coming going to the department/ sub department through their HODs etc.  

• Informal Channels – This includes all the communications made in person or to small groups 

by HR or departments in their daily or weekly briefings. Choosing the medium for a message 

depends on our culture. E-mail is increasingly acceptable, even for conveying important 

information. But there are exceptions. As a general rule, anything that requires development 

of an interpersonal relationship with an employee requires face-to-face communication. 

That includes first-time instruction, coaching, counseling, significant delegation, conflict 

resolution, and, especially, delivering bad news. Urgent matters, too, are best handled in 

person. Written messages are often read with divided attention or even ignored for a while; 

to ensure full and immediate focus on a matter, deliver the message orally. 

• Welfare Meetings – All those meetings happening within the staffs for activities should be 

approved by Kuramathi K Club Committee (members chosen by staffs representing and 

arranging various activities for the staffs) and should be in line with the welfare calendar. 

 

 



 
 
Openness 
In order to create the openness with the resort environment: - 

• A suggestion box in the staff area is being placed for suggestions and comments. 

• Staffs and HODs suggestions and feedbacks are always welcomed and evaluated 

• Open door policy is being followed in HR where by all staffs are welcomed to HR without 

taking any appointment at any given point of time. In case if the department is closed then 

the concerned HR team member can be approached by phone.  

• Any HR person is approachable at any place and at any given point of time. All the above 

channels should follow the mode being easily understood by each and every staff member. 

 

 


